Safety improvements slated for Juniper Road corridor

By MATT GALLAGHER

The University announced a $2.9 million project to widen and improve Juniper Road at the St. Joseph's County Commissioners and Council meeting Wednesday.

Citing a "very serious county safety problem" which has existed since the completion of the Joyce AGC in 1969, University Executive Vice President Father William Reuzchamp presented the plan developed by Cole Engineering, an Indiana traffic engineering firm.

The University's plan would improve the stretch of Juniper Road between Douglas Road on the north and Edison Road on the south, according to Bruce Hudson of Cole Engineering.

The improvements would be funded with a $1.3 million grant from the federal government, according to Hudson. The University portion of the project, funded by county property taxes, would cost $300,000 to be paid by the county. The University also proposed a new light be installed at the intersection of Juniper and Bulla Road.

The University has requested a special meeting of the South Bend County 22-person panel. The project is expected to be completed by late October.

The Juniper Road improvements will include:

1. Juniper Road to be widened from 22-foot to 28-foot average width.
2. Curbs, landscaping, and improved drainage to be added along the north and south sides of the road.
3. Pedestrian traffic would be funnelled by landscaping, fences and lighting designed crosswalks.
4. Pedestrian crossings are expected to increase to 10,000 cars per day in ten years.

The University's plan would also add sidewalks on both sides of the road. The sidewalks would be established on both sides of the road. These sidewalks are to be separated from the main roadway by wide islands of grass and trees.

The Juniper Road improvements would be funded with a $1.3 million grant from the federal government, according to Hudson. The University portion of the project, funded by county property taxes, would cost $300,000 to be paid by the county. The University also proposed a new light be installed at the intersection of Juniper and Bulla Road.

Access from the various parking lots along Juniper would be restricted to 10 feet of the entrance points. A new access road would be built east of the Dixon Road parking lot to connect lots in that area with Bulla Road.

Hudson said Cole Engineering conducted a study of traffic and pedestrian patterns in the Juniper Road corridor, at the request of the University. The study was completed in December 1988.

The study showed that approximately 75 percent of the traffic on Juniper was related to university activities. In the future, approximately 12,000 autos per day are expected to use the road with a traffic flow expected to increase to 15,000-17,000 cars per day in ten years.

The University's plan would upgrade the south, according to Bruce Hudson of Cole Engineering.

The University proposed a new light be installed at the intersection of Juniper and Bulla Road.

Pan Am subpoenas CIA documents about Flight 103

WASHINGTON (AP) — Pan American Airways is demanding documents and interviews at the CIA and other U.S. agencies for its contention that Israel and West Germany warned that Flight 103, blown from its course to dicorruptors days before it was blown from the sky over Scot­land.

The airline also seeks "all documents" concerning "suspicions activities" of the women to Lardner's representative said Wednesday that she and eight friends went to Grace Rec­

Saint Mary's student, 2 from ND injured in three-car accident

By KELLEY TUTHILL

Six people, including a Saint Mary's College student and two Notre Dame students, were in­jured in a three vehicle accident on October 21.

According to Sergeant Charley Ferrill, the Saint Mary's student, Jones and McDonald both re­ceived critical injuries, and were taken to St. Joseph's Medical Center and Memorial Hospital.

The driver of the first car, Patricia Simeri, 38, a South Bend resident, was traveling north toward Roseland. Nicole Smith, 29, of Elkhart Hall, was traveling south on Angola Blvd. in the left lane. The driver of the second car, Linz Kuipers, 26, a resident of Hol­land, Michigan, was traveling behind Smith in the right lane, said Ferrill. David McDonald, 20, and David McMahon, 20, both of Alumni Hall, were passen­gers in Kuipers' car.

Simeri travelled across three lanes and hit Smith's vehicle in the left rear of the car. She continued through Smith's car and Kuipers' vehicle head on. Ferrill said at this point Simeri had been identified as a Syrian arms merchant whose associates in­cluded the Palestine Liberation Organization's Abu Abbas. Ab­bas is accused of mastermind­ing the hijacking of the Italian cruise ship Achille Lauro, in which an American passenger died.

In its papers, filed in late September in New York and Washington, the airline is seek­ing "all documents" concerning "photographic and-or video surveillance .. by the BKA .. ." at St. Joseph's Medical Center.

Joseph's executive vice president said Wednesday that Kuipers had been discharged.

Simeri suffered from head injuries and was taken in Memorial Hospital. She has been in a coma since the acci­dent, said Ferrill. A hospital representative said Wednesday that she is in critical condition.

Smith suffered from minor head injuries and was taken to St. Joseph's Medical Center and was later released. Her passen­ger, Eric Lewis, suffered from lacerations and abrasions and was treated and released from the Medical Center as well, said Ferrill.

Kuipers was seriously injured with two broken arms and legs, broken ribs, facial and internal injuries, said Ferrill. A St. Joseph's Medical Center repre­sentative said Wednesday that Kuipers had been discharged.

Jones and McDonald both suffered minor neck and shoulder injuries. They were treated and later released from St. Joseph's Medical Center, said Ferrill.

Charges will be filed against Kuipers and Simeri pending their releases from their re­spective hospitals Ferrill said.
Join the Scouts if you want real fun, adventure

There was a time when boys jumped at the chance to join the Boy Scouts. Nowadays, however, declining membership has made the organization turn to television advertising to attract recruits.

The New York Times reported this week that the Boy Scouts of America is spending more than $1 million to shed its old-fashioned image. One commercial pitches Scouting as a way to "chill out," hiking on a glacier, or "get high" on a bridge over a railroad track.

It's a sign that the Boy Scouts have to resort to paid advertising. I always thought Scouting was one of those pure and natural things, like Hershey's chocolate. Hershey's, by the way, did advertise all during its first 50 years in business. Boy Scouts have to appeal, for me, at least, is that it builds character and encourages traditional values.

The ad campaign is trying to shake the idea that boys have that Scouting is boring. If the best advertising is word of mouth, no wonder the organization is looking for members.

Researchers learned that boys ages 10 to 12 think Boy Scouts are nerds. Nerds! If scouts are nerds, I'd hate to see what kind of kids join like they do.

Today's kids have come a long way from the demure days of my childhood, and we probably have television to thank for it. Boys and girls are bombarded with TV images suggesting that the natural grass is greener on the other side of puberty.

Increased exposure to TV has kept kids at home, but not necessarily for the better. In the convenience of their own homes, they've become lazy and dependent on mindless entertainment. Society has developed an obsession for immediate gratification, which TV serves well. If you don't like what you see, change the channel.

Scouting, however, teaches that the best fun is the kind you work for. Have today's kids ever experienced the thrill of climbing a tree without strings tied around the branches or the simple pleasures of hiking in the woods and sleeping out under the stars?

The Boy Scouts teaches boys about camping, of course, but it offers a lot more than that. Besides teaching respect for the Great Outdoors, Scouting stresses self-reliance, responsibility, leadership and achievement. It's an outlet for boys with time on their hands.

My years as a Boy Scout were well spent. I never regretted being unable to hang out with local scumbags and smoke or take drugs. Maybe square knots and twaugh-line hitches aren't the most exciting things to make, but they made sleeping in a tent easier.

Boys shouldn't be so reluctant to invest some time and energy in Scouting. The payoffs are worth it. If they let themselves have fun as Boy Scouts, they'll be prepared for even greater challenges.

Regis Coccia
Managing Editor

The Observer

[Weather forecast and market update sections]

East German leader Egon Krenz called public protest at home a "good sign" Wednesday in Moscow and said his country, rigidly orthodox until now, would follow President Mikhail S. Gorbachev on path of reform. Krenz said he and Gorbachev reached "total agreement on all questions we discussed," one of which was reform in the Soviet Union and East Germany. Many of the hundreds of thousands marching for democracy in East Germany were showing support for "the renovation of socialism," he said. "In this sense, I consider this a very good sign," Krenz said.

Jose Napoleon Duarte, former president of El Salvador and a 1954 Notre Dame graduate, has been suffering from cancer for the past 16 months and may have only a few days to live, an administration official said Wednesday. Duarte, who completed a five-year term in office in June, was admitted to Walter Reed Army Hospital last Saturday. The hospital had no comment on his condition.

The Navy has had a bad week. Starting with the Sunday jet crash that claimed five lives on the USS Lexington and continuing through Wednesday's fire aboard the other USS Monongahela, each day has brought another mishap at sea that has Navy brass shaking their heads — and hoping it's just a streak of bad luck. One civilian specialist on industrial hazards warns that cutsbacks in Navy training could lead to more accidents.

West German Chancellor Helmut Kohl yesterday said he had reached "total agreement on all questions we discussed," one of which was reform in the Soviet Union and East Germany. Many of the hundreds of thousands marching for democracy in East Germany were showing support for "the renovation of socialism," he said. "In this sense, I consider this a very good sign," Krenz said.

The Observer

[Other sections and notices]
Ortega ends truce with Contras

MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP) — President Daniel Ortega ended a 19-month truce with Contra guerrillas on Wednesday, blaming the United States for renewed rebel attacks and accusing President Bush of "promoting death, assassinations, crime and terrorism in Nicaragua."

Ortega said the truce was being canceled because of increased Contra attacks, including one last week he said killed 18 people and another Monday that killed four.

The White House denounced Ortega's decision to end the truce but brushed off talk about renewing military aid for the Contras. "We don't want to give him any excuse" to cancel elections, said presidential press secretary Marlin Fitzwater.

Ortega read a communiqué in which he said, "Nicaragua reaffirms once again that, regardless of the position assumed by the mercenary forces, the electoral process culminating with the Feb. 25 elections will guarantee for all.

But, he said, responding headily to a question on U.S. aid to the Contras, "Now it will depend on the Yankee Congress and the Yankee president whether these elections take place or not on Feb. 25. Alejandro Bendana, secretary-general at the Foreign Ministry, emphasized later that Nicaragua had no plans to cancel the elections. Commenting on possible renewed U.S. military aid to the Contras, Ben­dana added, "Obviously, if they let a bomb fall here we can't have elections."

Ortega said U.S. aid to the Contras should be used only to demobilize and restructure the army that has been trying to overthrow his leftist Sandinista government.

Fitzwater said in Washington no request for renewed military aid was contemplated.

The administration said Bush was consulting with leaders in Central America to bring diplomatic pressure on Ortega to reverse course.

"This has little to do with the military situation and much to do with the electoral situation," said Virgilio Godoy, vice presidential candidate of the National Opposition Union, a 14-party coalition that is the Sandinistas' main election rival. Ortega declared in a live national radio broadcast, "We have the responsibility for defending the lives of Nicaraguans. Therefore we can't allow assassinations to be committed."

His announcement was a blow to the Central American peace process and the Aug. 7 agreements that called for disbanding the Contras in exchange for moves toward democratization in Nicaragua.

"The Sandinistas are looking for excuses not to hold elections," Contra commander Enrique Bermudez told The Associated Press in Tegucigalpa, Honduras.

The Contras were not a party to the peace accords and Contra field commanders have said they will not abide by them.

Bermudez said the Contras would continue to observe the cease-fire except to defend themselves. He said he recognized that renewed U.S. military aid was unlikely, but called it "the only option."

At U.N. headquarters in New York, Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cuellar summoned Nicaraguan AmbassadorAlejandro Serrano Caldera to strongly protest Ortega's decision.

"We do not agree with Ortega's decision ... because it jeopardizes the peace process that Nicaragua was following," said President Oscar Arias of Costa Rica.

The administration said Bush was consulting with leaders in Central America to bring diplomatic pressure on Ortega to reverse course.

"On the other hand, I don't think he has unleashed a full-scale offensive at this moment," Bush said in a radio interview with ABC News. "He's hedging his bets now."

Meanwhile, administration and congressional sources said that between 1,000 to 1,500 anti-Sandinista rebels have returned to Nicaragua from base camps in Honduras over the past month, bringing the guerrilla troop strength to about 4,000.

White House denounces Ortega's cancellation

WASHINGTON (AP) — The White House on Wednesday denounced Nicaraguan President Daniel Ortega's decision to end a truce with the U.S.-backed Contras but brushed off talk about renewing military aid for the rebels, saying "we don't want to give him any excuse" to cancel next year's elections.

President Bush, lashing out at Ortega, said "the man is so out of step with the other democratic countries in this hemisphere and so wildly insensitive to the feelings of others that we shouldn't have been surprised" by his move.

"On the other hand, I don't think he has unleashed a full-scale offensive at this moment," Bush said in a radio interview with ABC News. "He's hedging his bets now."

The administration said Bush was consulting with leaders in Central America to bring diplomatic pressure on Ortega to reverse course.

"It is obvious that he's hedging his bets now," said presidential press secretary Marlin Fitzwater, referring to presidential elections set for Feb. 25 in Nicaragua.

Congressional leaders also railed angrily to Ortega's move, but House Speaker Thomas S. Foley, D-Wash., said, "I can't conceive of the House moving now toward providing military assistance. That's not in the direction of the peace process."

Costa Rican President Oscar Arias, who won the Nobel Peace Prize in 1987 for spearheading efforts for a regional peace accord, said in an interview on the Cable News Network, "It's, indeed, very sad to go back to the military fight."

Ortega's news conference in Managua, suspended the 19-month-old cease-fire with the Contras, citing continued rebel attacks, and hinted he might cancel the elections. He accused Bush of "supporting terrorism in Nicaragua."

He added, "Now it will depend on the Yankee Congress and the Yankee president that these elections take place or not on Feb. 25. Later, Alejandro Bendana, secretary general of the Foreign Ministry, said Nicaragua has no plans to cancel the elections.

Meanwhile, administration and congressional sources said that between 1,000 to 1,500 anti-Sandinista rebels have returned to Nicaragua from base camps in Honduras over the past month, bringing the guerrilla troop strength to about 4,000.
NEW MONEY-SAVING DEALS

From Domino's Pizza*

CALL NOW!
Notre Dame
271-0300
1835 South Bend Ave.

DOUBLE GUARANTEE
If your pizza isn’t right, we’ll make it right. If it’s late, we’ll give you $3.00 OFF! Call us for details.

MONDAY’S BEAT THE CLOCK
The time on the clock is the price you pay!
Call from 6pm - 7pm order Two 10” One-topping pizzas and the time you call is the price you pay!
Call from 7pm - 8pm order Two 12” One-topping pizzas and the time you call is the price you pay!
Call from 8pm - 9pm order Two 14” One-topping pizzas and the time you call is the price you pay!
Call from 9pm - 10pm order Two One-topping pan pizzas and the time you call is the price you pay!
Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer. Prices may vary. Customer pays sales tax where applicable. Delivery area limited to ensure safe driving.

THURSDAY’S THINK THICK!
Get One Medium Pan Pizza loaded with cheese and pepperoni
FOR ONLY $6.00
Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer. Prices may vary. Customer pays sales tax where applicable. Delivery area limited to ensure safe driving.

SUNDAY’S DOUBLE FEATURE
Get Two Small Cheese Pizzas!
FOR ONLY $5.49
Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer. Prices may vary. Customer pays sales tax where applicable. Delivery area limited to ensure safe driving.

ANYDAY!
Count on Domino’s Pizza® to supply you with Two Large Cheese Pizzas any day of the week!
FOR ONLY $8.89
Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer. Prices may vary. Customer pays sales tax where applicable. Delivery area limited to ensure safe driving.
**Security Beat**

4:45 and 8:00 p.m. on 10/26. His loss is estimated to be $300.00.

7:30 p.m. A resident of Fairley Hall reported that her car had been vandalized and parked in the D-2 lot. The unknown vandal(s) had tried to gain entry to the vehicle sometime between 7:00 p.m. on 10/29 and 6:15 p.m. on 10/30.

11:56 p.m. A Cross Hall resident reported the theft of his unsecured bike from the east side of Holy Cross Hall sometime between 10/29 and 10/30. His loss is estimated at $200.00.

**TUESDAY, OCTOBER 31**

12:30 a.m. Notre Dame Police reported the theft of his locked bike from a wire fence in Red Field sometime between 4:30 and 5:30 a.m. on 10/31. His loss is estimated at $45.00.

9:41 a.m. A Mishawaka resident reported that his car had been vandalized and theft and damage estimated to be $120.00.

10:40 a.m. A Niles resident was cited by Notre Dame Police for speeding on Juniper Road. The defendant had been speeding 51 mph in a posted 25 mph zone.

12:45 p.m. Notre Dame Police responded to the report of a two car accident in the A-15 lot. No injuries were reported, and damage is estimated at $50.00.

4:05 p.m. Notre Dame Security were called to the scene of a disturbance in Grace Hall. Eight girls from Saint Mary's conducted their own party raid as part of a Halloween prank.

---

**Investment Banking Opportunities at First Boston**

First Boston, a special bracket investment banking firm, headquartered in New York, will be recruiting for its financial analyst program. Positions are available in the Investment Banking, Mergers and Acquisitions, Real Estate and Public Finance Departments. All Seniors are cordially invited to attend a presentation.

Presentation:

Tuesday, November 7, 1989
Alumni Room – Morris Inn
7-9 p.m.

On Campus Interviews:

February 5, 1990

For further information and inquiries, please feel free to contact:

Chris McCabe
Investment Banking
(312) 750-3071

227 W. Monroe
Chicago, Illinois 60606

---

**Ban on use of fetal tissue to continue**

WASHINGTON (AP) — A top federal health official said Wednesday he intends to extend indefinitely the current ban on federal money for fetal tissue research because if such tests were successful, "we'd have more abortions.”

James Mason, assistant secretary for health at the Department of Health and Human Services, told reporters he has the authority to continue the ban, imposed a year ago by his predecessor, but that he will consult first with HHS Secretary Louis Sullivan.

Sullivan will concur with Mason's decision, according to HHS sources, who spoke on the condition of anonymity. An announcement was expected to be made Thursday.

Scientists argue that research using tissue from aborted fetuses holds great promise in treating Parkinson’s disease and other conditions that are now incurable. But conservative supporters of the Bush administration have promised a firestorm of protest if the administration lifts the ban.

"The moratorium should be continued indefinitely," Mason, an opponent of abortion, said at a Health Reporters' Breakfast.

"I'm concerned that the United States government, in sponsoring fetal tissue transplant research (March), that there will be the clear perception on the part of many that their government is encouraging or promoting abortion," Mason said.

Mason's predecessor as assistant secretary for health, Robert Woodson, last year for-bade use of government funds to finance such research and established a special advisory committee on whether it should continue.

Gary Bauer, president of the conservative Family Research Council, welcomed extension of the ban, saying such research raises "deep moral and philosophical questions."

---

**Indiana doctor indicted for performing illegal abortions**

ANDERSON, Indiana (AP) - A Franklin physician accused by three former patients of performing unwanted abortions was indicted Wednesday on eight charges, including four abortion-related counts.

A Madison County grand jury indicted Dr. Pravin Thakkar on two counts of performing illegal abortions, one count of attempted illegal abortion, two counts of criminal recklessness, two counts of battery and one count of failing to submit forms to the Indiana State Board of Health.

The indictment alleges that Thakkar failed to file forms with the health agency on an abortion that he allegedly performed in January 1988.

According to the indictment, the charges involve three women. The abortions allegedly were performed Oct. 28, 1983, and Jan. 9, 1988; the attempted abortion was alleged performed in July 1987.

Madison County Prosecutor William Lawler said if convicted on all counts, Thakkar could receive a maximum sentence of 42 years in prison.

Thakkar was arrested at about noon Wednesday and appeared in Madison Circuit Court, where Judge Frederick Spencer entered innocent pleas on his behalf.

Thakkar was then released on $100,000 bond.

He declined comment at the courthouse. His attorney, Jeffrey Lockwood of Anderson, said the indictments brought forth no new allegations.

"We don't see the indictment as particularly significant. It's just an indictment," Lockwood said.

"He's been beleaguered with these kinds of allegations since last November. There isn't anything new in these allegations."

A pretrial conference was set for Jan. 3.
Juniper
continued from page 1

One of the long-term options
open in the University would be
the closure of Juniper. Hudson
said. However, there are no
plans for closing the road at
the present time.

One of the goals of the plan
was to create a "campus atmo­
sphere" along the stretch of
Juniper which runs on the
Notre Dame campus.

Brick crossings and signs are
proposed "to identify to mo­
torsists that they are at Notre
Dame. We want to develop the
roadway as a campus environ­
ment," Hudson said.

Hudson noted that crossings
will increase with the comple­
tion of the new band and ROTC
facilities under construction on
the east side of Juniper.

Beauchamp indicated that the
majority of the land owned by the
University that is suitable to be
built upon is east of Ju­
niper. Thus, pedestrian cross­
ings would increase rapidly in the
long term.

Hudson said the principal
safety problem of the Juniper
corridor is pedestrian cross­
ings. The current layout of the
road permits pedestrians to
cross at almost any point they
choose. Beauchamp cited fre­
quent accidents involving
pedestrians along Juniper.

The improvement plan will
"funnel pedestrians into clearly
identifiable and clearly marked
pedestrian crossing areas," Hud­
son said.

Hudson said the closing of
most of the 15 access points
from parking lots onto Juniper
will improve traffic safety, with
fewer cars turning on and off
the road. The plan also calls for
the elimination of all park­
ing on the east side of Notre
Dame stadium, between the
stadium and Juniper.

The University will also in­
stall lighting along Juniper and
the pedestrian sidewalks and in
parking areas.

Hudson said the improve­
ments were intended to improve
daily safety and appearance.
The plan makes no attempt to
deal with the traffic occurring
during special events.

Beauchamp cited a "serious
speeding problem. The sense
among drivers on the road is
that it's a highway."

Hudson said the improve­
ments would be made over two
construction seasons. Formal
design for the improvements
are to begin immediately, with
construction hopefully begin­
ing in the spring of 1990,
Hudson said.

OSLO, Norway (AP) — Holy
box office! What's a caged crusader to do? After being the
hit of the summer, he's the flop of the fall — in Norway, at
least.

Despite an extensive
promotiona campaign here,
the megaduck smash movie
"Batman," has been upstaged
at the box office by "Licence to
Kill" and "Indiana Jones and the
Last Crusade."

In Norway, even Donald Duck
has been more popular than the
Batman comic for decades.

Inspired by its worldwide
success — the movie has grossed
more than $248 million at the U.S. box office alone,
and has set all-time opening
weekend records in Italy, Spain,
Mexico, Portugal and Britain —
the film's distributor hoped to
trigger a little Batmania in
Norway.

It's time to "Leave the Pack Behind"

The American Cancer Society in cooperation with
University Health Services will offer "Fresh Start a four
session smoking cessation program:

DATES: November 7, 9, 14 & 16
TIME: 7:00pm-8:15pm
LOCATION: Room 300 Health Services Bldg.
ENROLLMENT: call University Health Services
(239-7497) by Monday, November 6th

STUDENT SMOKERS
Get a "Fresh Start"

For more information call now...
A Navy representative will be at the
Elcemenl Center on November 7th & 6th
From 8:30a.m. to 4:30p.m.
For additional Information call:
1-900-527-6836
1-900-527-6836

400 CENTER • MISHAWAKA
Featuring Friday night seafood buffet
and Sunday brunch
219-259-9925

GRADUATE STUDY
in AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
at GEORGIA TECH
Major areas of study and research:
• Aerospace Engineering
• Bioengineering
• Biofluid Mechanics
• Combustion
• Computational Fluid Dynamics
• Computer-Aided Design
• Flight Mechanics & Controls
• Propulsion
• Rotary Wing Technology
• Structural Dynamics
• Structures - Composites
• Underwater Explosions

Write or call:
Dr. C.V. Smith, Graduate Coordinator
School of Aerospace Engineering
Department # 77
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0150
(404) 894-6046
SMC student gov't discusses smoking

By COLLEEN TRAVERS
News Writer

A campus-wide smoking policy for Saint Mary’s students was proposed by senior Missy Stapleton at Wednesday night’s Board of Governance meeting.

“For people who smoke, it can be very irritating,” said Stapleton.

The policy would probably be tailored to each of the residence halls instead of to public areas. Stapleton used the example of McCandless Hall, in which students are not permitted to smoke in the hallways or lounge. The recycling of aluminum cans with containers in each hall section. The program would begin in January and last until March.

Also discussed was a possible joint calendar for all Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s activities, which would help to promote better relations between the two schools.

Pan Am

continued from page 1

Pan Am's baggage loading area at Frankfurt on Dec. 21.

Pan Am subpoenaed the CIA, the FBI, the National Security Council, the National Security Agency, the State Department and the Drug Enforcement Administration, with interviews due to begin in mid-November. Justice Department spokesman David Runkel said no decision had been made on whether the government would attempt to quash the subpoenas against the six federal agencies.

Runkel said the agencies, “working in conjunction with the Department of Justice, are currently collecting and reviewing the requested data.”

The Pan Am subpoenas are “a lot of nonsense” and a “diversionary tactic,” said Lee Kreindler, an attorney representing the families of the victims aboard Flight 103.

Raid

continued from page 1

women they were uncoopera-
tive, he said.

“No one knew who they were,” said Lardner. “They had no identification.” He said the women were very rude and uncooperative with Grace staff members.

“They committed several crimes. They stole clothing, they assaulted an RA and they broke into rooms and took people’s possessions.”

Chuck Hurley, assistant director of Security, said that at 8:05 p.m. Tuesday Security responded to a call from Grace Hall. Two women who were causing a disturbance were removed from the dorm and released to Saint Mary’s Security, he said.

Whelpley said that the women have the underwear and are planning to return the men’s belongings.

JACC COURT RESERVATIONS

IMPORTANT

THE FOLLOWING PROCEDURES WILL BE USED IN ACCEPTING BASKETBALL & VOLLEYBALL COURT RESERVATIONS FOR THE JACC:

1. Requests must be submitted on the "Court Reservation Form" available at NVA.
2. Requests will be accepted starting at 9:00am November 1.
3. Requests will not be accepted after 5:00pm November 15.
4. Failure to use allotted time on two occasions will lead to cancellation of remaining schedule.
5. All reservations must start and end on the hour assigned.
6. After November 20, weekly reservations may be allowed if time is available.
7. Reservation requests must be submitted to the Non-Varsity Athletics office.

NON-VARSITY ATHLETICS
KIDDER, PEABODY & CO.
Incorporated

cordially invites

NOTRE DAME SENIORS

to attend a presentation on the two-year

INVESTMENT BANKING

FINANCIAL ANALYST PROGRAM

Monday, November 6, 1989
7:00 - 9:00 P.M.
Morris Inn, Notre Dame Room

Reception to follow presentation.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Federal regulator M. Danny Wall defended himself Wednesday against complaints he botched the handling of the nation's largest savings and loan failure and said "fair play clearly has not been evident" from his congressional critics.

"I'm not saying we're lily white," said Wall, in an interview in his office a block from the White House. But he said that he acted responsibly in regulating Lincoln Savings and Loan Association in Irvine, Calif., the House Banking Committee justify its seizure two years ago.

The committee is investigating the failure of Lincoln, expected to cost taxpayers between $1.5 billion and $2 billion, and Phoenix, Ariz., millionaire Charles Keating Jr., chairman of Lincoln's parent company, American Continental Corp. It is focusing on why Wall, as chairman of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board, now called the Office of Thrift Supervision, rejected a 1987 recommendation from his agency's San Francisco office to take over Lincoln and instead ordered a second examination, supervised by examiners from Washington, which delayed the seizure of the institution until this April.

The committee is investigating the failure of Lincoln, expected to cost taxpayers between $1.5 billion and $2 billion, and Phoenix, Ariz., millionaire Charles Keating Jr., chairman of Lincoln's parent company, American Continental Corp.

Michael Patriarca, director of the thrift agency's San Francisco office, and William Black, counsel in the office, told the committee they had uncovered sufficient losses and irregularities at Lincoln to justify its seizure two years ago.

American Continental Corp. It is focusing on why Wall, as chairman of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board, now called the Office of Thrift Supervision, rejected a 1987 recommendation from his agency's San Francisco office to take over Lincoln and instead ordered a second examination, supervised by examiners from Washington, which delayed the seizure of the institution until this April.

The committee is investigating the failure of Lincoln, expected to cost taxpayers between $1.5 billion and $2 billion, and Phoenix, Ariz., millionaire Charles Keating Jr., chairman of Lincoln's parent company, American Continental Corp.

Wednesday against complaints he botched the handling of the nation's largest savings and loan failure and said "fair play clearly has not been evident" from his congressional critics.

"I'm not saying we're lily white," said Wall, in an interview in his office a block from the White House. But he said that he acted responsibly in regulating Lincoln Savings and Loan Association in Irvine, Calif., the House Banking Committee justify its seizure two years ago.

The committee is investigating the failure of Lincoln, expected to cost taxpayers between $1.5 billion and $2 billion, and Phoenix, Ariz., millionaire Charles Keating Jr., chairman of Lincoln's parent company, American Continental Corp. It is focusing on why Wall, as chairman of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board, now called the Office of Thrift Supervision, rejected a 1987 recommendation from his agency's San Francisco office to take over Lincoln and instead ordered a second examination, supervised by examiners from Washington, which delayed the seizure of the institution until this April.

Michael Patriarca, director of the thrift agency's San Francisco office, and William Black, counsel in the office, told the committee they had uncovered sufficient losses and irregularities at Lincoln to justify its seizure two years ago.
Suspend the culprits, not matching funds

Notre Dame has many traditions it is proud of, but the annual campus snowball fight is not one of them. On Oct. 19, a group of students decided to hurl snowballs at each other and several residence halls. The fracas ended with six broken stained glass chapel windows and several broken dorm windows.

Vice President for Student Affairs Father David Tyson responded to the vandalism by indefinitely suspending $20,000 in residence hall matching funds. He said that allocating funds for hall life improvement was pointless when those funds must pay for repairs.

The incident is regrettable, and Tyson has a valid point, but suspending matching funds in this case is unfair.

Many dorms had made hall improvement purchases with the belief that the University would provide two-thirds of the funds. Those halls must now wait until the funds are released from the University's endowment.

Not all students, and certainly not all dorms, participated in the snowball fight. Siegfried Hall, for example, was deprived of $1,100 in matching funds for a piano for its chapel. It seems unlikely that women in Siegfried would toss snowballs through Dillon Hall's windows.

It is possible that the University will offer matching funds again. In the meantime, students should try to encourage on-campus programs.
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Dr. Prieto serves Mexican-Americans

Jorge Prieto is one of those unusual people who have made a difference. Throughout his life, there emerges a strong faith, a total dedication to the poor unfortunate, and a hope that somehow, with God's grace, he could make his dreams come true.

Diane Schible
Accent Writer

His dream developed in 1943 when he visited a migrant labor camp near Detroit, Michigan, while studying at the University of Notre Dame. When Jorge Prieto observed the poverty in which these Mexican workers lived, he dedicated his life to helping them.

"There can be few times in life more exhilarating than the day when a young man or woman sets out alone to meet the challenge of practicing medicine. There is probably also never a time of greater insecurity." [Harvest of Hope]

His concern for his people eventually led him to the Mexican desert, where he became chairman of the Department of Social Practice at Cook County Hospital. He was also appointed president of the late Mayor Harold Washington's Health Department.

He overcame hardship and discrimination in his dedication to the Hispanic community. Throughout his career, optimism was kept alive by his loving wife, his faith in God, and his desire to serve mankind.

Prieto's message is intended for all those interested in vocations, medical education, cross-cultural studies, and the roles that faith and compassion play in our present society. It will also prove helpful for all students (but especially Mexican-Americans) fearful of entering the medical profession.

Father Heshburg comments on the book: "Jorge Prieto is one of those unusual people who have made a difference.

Throughout his life, there emerges a strong faith, a total dedication to the poor unfortunate, and a hope that somehow, with God's grace, he could make his dreams come true.

I recommend this book to all young people who want to serve the Hispanic community. It will also prove helpful for all students (but especially Mexican-Americans) fearful of entering the medical profession.

Harvest of Hope will be available in the Notre Dame Bookstore.
WANTED

AIDS EDUCATION

Need students volunteers to be trained by the AIDS Institute and the Indiana State Department of Health to teach AIDS education on our campus.

Contact: Carol RZulin
283-3745

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY READING BOOKS - IMPORTANT RESOURCES

(1100-12:30) forth and final Friday of the month in the North Commons at Ball State University.

NORTH ROOS IS IN THE VARIANCE AREA FOR INTASCAPING, CALL 2299.

EXCELLENT SUMMER & CAMPUS INTERVIEWS available for College of Arts and Sciences, Residence Halls, and for other departments.

CALL 283-4945 for more information.

ATTENTION: Need to sell your motorcycle/ATV/car, etc.? You can sell it at the Student Union Thursday/Wednesday/Friday, 3-6pm. We will have a large display, plus a security guard who will watch your item.

WANTED: Ladies CORVAIR BIKE. VALUE. PLEASE CALL MONICA AS IT HAS GREAT SENTIMENTAL WOULD REALLY LIKE IT BACK.

Lost: Class Ring outside Planner IT!!

Lost: Last Sunday 10/15, 1000, Haggar and I need it back. It is a silver/orangy ring with First Communion Medalion. Please call Chris at 288-4420.

Lost: $200 in loose change on the way from the Union to the Dining Hall. Please call at 277-6204.

Found: Temporary cut-in/patch breathing mask. Please call 283-5756.

Lost: Class Ring outside Planner IT!!

LOST: Class Ring outside Planner IT!!

WANTED: PENN ST & MIAMI TIX CALL Dennis x2002

Found: Lady's Lassale watch. 287-4082

LOST: Class Ring outside Planner IT!!

LOST/FOUND

ST. EDWARD'S

DOUGT HOUSE, NOU GHPN REA CRAGH: BTOO, TANISH OR UNFURNISHED MUST BE mutated on request.

Multi-family. Call 282-9592.

WOAN VANGANON, REBUILD ENGINE. EXCELLENT REPAIRABLE. $200 + 1/2 UTIL CALL 2209.

WANTED: PERSON SKALED TO SHARNE CC-15000. REASONABLE RENT CALL 277-8338.

Bed in Breakfast Registry 219-1733

FOR RENT

NCE FURNISHED HOMES FOR NEXT SCHOOL YEAR. 277-3409

TOUGHS HOUSE, NICE QUARTER. BTOO, FROM college OR UNFURNISHED MUST BE

BTOO, $200 N + 1/2 UTIL CALL 2209.

TANISH OR UNFURNISHED MUST

WANTED: PENN ST & MIAMI TIX CALL Dennis x2002

WANTED: Lady's Lassale watch. 287-4082

FOR SALE

GETTING ENGAGED?

1 CANAT MARQUIS DUGANGE 940, SALE 4 CALL 2209

20-WAN VANGANON, REBUILD ENGINE. EXCELLENT REPAIRABLE. $200 + 1/2 UTIL CALL 2209.

ATTENTION: GOVERNMENT SENTED VEHICLES FROM $100 FORDS, MERCEDES, VOLKSWAGEN, SUPERS/BLUERS GUIDE- 1-822-888-688 EXT. ANY TIME.

I HAVE 2 GA NAVY TIX NV

FOR SALE 78 Ford Granada 73,000 miles, need to sell ASAP Call 277-9545

FOR SALE 78 Ford Granada 73,000 miles, need to sell ASAP Call 277-9545

FOR SALE 78 Ford Granada 73,000 miles, need to sell ASAP Call 277-9545

Wanted to buy tickets for all games—home and away, especially MSU-UC and Miami. Premium price paid. Immediate case available. Will travel for all major sporting events including Final Four, Indy 500 and huge game etc. Do join an auction session today. Please call at 210-839-8585 today.

Tickets
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Flyers 5, Red Wings 5
DETROIT (AP) — Tim Kerr scored his second goal of the night with 7:49 remaining in regulation to give the Philadelphia Flyers a 2-1 lead and clinch the win. Kerr took a pass from Ilkka Habscheid, who broke in on the Detroit Red Wings' goalie, Petr Mrazek, and beat him with a high wrist shot.

Butcher scored twice on long shots during the third period when he put the puck into an empty net for his 12th goal. That gave Philadelphia a 4-2 lead. Kerr had two goals and added assists, leading the Flyers to a 5-2 victory over the Hartford Whalers Wednesday night.

Hull now has a league-high 13 goals. His first goal, at 16:31 of the second period, snapped a 1-1 tie. Red Brind'Amour, Tony Hrkac and Peter Zezel also scored for the Blues. The Whalers opened the scoring on Dean Evason's wrist shot from the left circle at 17:02 of the first period. But Brind'Amour scored five minutes into the second period. The Blues scored the game's lead at 16:31 of the period. Hull took a pass from Gordie Roberts, skated down the right boards and cut toward the net before backhanding the puck past goalie Mike Liut.

Hrkac's third-period goal gave the Blues a 3-1 lead. Hull scored his second goal at 7:50 of the third period when he put the puck to Habscheid, who deflected Kjell Roberts and Joe Nieuwendyk scored 17 seconds apart in the game's final three minutes for Hartford. Francis' goal was his 219th, tying Blaine Stoughton for the all-time lead.

The Flames gained the lead at 1:52 into the game when he deflected Kjell Makarov's pass in front of the net for his 12th goal. That gave him Oct. 23. It was his first game since back spasms sidelined him for Oct. 23. Theoren Fleury also scored for the Flames and Sergei Makarov had two assists. Nieuwendyk, who got his second score into an empty net with one second to go, tied for the league lead with Brett Hull of St. Louis at 13 goals. Nieuwendyk has six goals in five games.

Randy Carlyle, Doug Small and Laurie Boichich scored for the Jets, who haven't won in Calgary since Oct. 10, 1987. Roberts opened the scoring 1:12 into the game when he took Nieuwendyk's pass from the corner and fired a low shot past goalie Tom Barrasso. Flames made it 2-0 before the period ended and Roberts increased Calgary's margin to 3-0 at 1:46 of the second when he took Makarov's pass in front of the net for his 12th goal. That gave Roberts 12 goals this season. Carlyle got a power-play goal when his shot from the point hit the back of the net. Mike McMillan's stick and deflected Hull scored in the third period.

In a rebuff of Zezel's shot. Zezel scored the Blues' final goal at 15:10 on a breakaway. Ron Francis and Pat Verbeek scored 17 seconds apart in the game's final three minutes for Hartford. Francis' goal was his 219th, tying Blaine Stoughton for the all-time lead.

Kerr traded first-period goals before forward Gallant gave the Red Wings a 2-1 lead at 1:17 into the second period. Gallant returned to action after suffering a 3-3 fight in the second period. Detroit, 4-6-3, is winless in its last five games (0-2-3), while the Flyers, 2-1-1 in their last four, stand at 3-7-2. Both are last in their divisions.

Sports Briefs

JACC Court Reservations for volleyball and basketball will be done according to new procedures. All reservation requests must be submitted in the NVA office by 5 p.m. Nov. 15. Contact the NVA office for more information.

Hapkido Club meets at 8:30 p.m. Tuesdays and Thursdays in 219 Rockne Memorial. Sixth-degree black belt Phil Hong will teach self-defense skills. Call x3597 for more information.

Basketball ticket sales will continue today. Freshmen may purchase tickets. Tickets for the 11 home games are $55 for lower arena and $44 for bleachers.

Soccer

Continued from page 20

This year's championship game will be played on Sunday at 6 p.m. and is sure to draw a large, enthusiastic crowd. The city of St. Louis is a virtual mecca for soccer. The city's renowned St. Louis Soccer Park holds 6,000 in its main field.

An additional attraction to the weekend is the playing of the United States World Cup qualifying game. Team USA plays El Salvador at noon in front of a national television audience, via ESPN. The weekend has the potential for much excitement.

The Irish have performed well this season with a tough schedule. Coach Grace and his team know they can compete with anybody this weekend. Also, the team is on a roll, having won four of its last five games. Things will change somewhat though, because it is playoff time. The intensity will be up a notch and hopefully the Irish will respond in a positive fashion.

After all, the hungriest hunter is headed for the NCAA tournament.
Wilander eliminated in Paris Open
Edberg, McEnroe, Chang all advance in tournament

PARIS (AP) — John McEnroe struggled to a 6-3, 6-3 victory over Jonas Svensson of Sweden in the opening round of the Paris Open tennis tournament Wednesday.

Fellow Americans Michael Chang and Aaron Krickstein moved into the third round. Chang ripped through Henri Leconte of France, 6-3, 6-2, while Krickstein gained a victory over qualifier Ronald Agnor of Haiti, 6-3, 5-7, 6-4.

Also in the second round, Sweden's Stefan Edberg, the No. 2 seed in the tournament, knocked out Olympic gold medalist Miloslav Meir of Czechoslovakia, 7-6 (9-7), 6-4, and Swiss Jakob Hlasek downed Martin Jaite of Argentina, 4-6, 6-3, 6-4.

Mats Wilander was not as fortunate. His side from top continued as he was eliminated by Alberto Mancini of Argentina, 4-6, 6-3, 6-4.

The fifth-seeded Chang had no problems with Leconte as the 17-year-old French Open champion stayed on the baseline and let his opponent make the mistakes.

Chang is headed to a quarter-final meeting with McEnroe, who must get past his second-round match Thursday against Horst Skoff of Austria. Also Thursday, top-seeded Boris Becker plays against Frenchman Guy Forget.

The third-seeded McEnroe played erratically. He jumped to a 5-1 lead over Svensson in the first set then struggled with his serve before taking it 6-3. He had four aces but also five double faults.

"That's been the most disappointing part of my game throughout the year," McEnroe said. "Sometimes I get in a groove and then other games I miss quite a lot."

After breaking Svensson in the first game of the second set, McEnroe served but had to go through five deuces before going up 2-0.

He held then until 4-1, then the pair exchanged service breaks until Svensson lost his at 3-5, giving McEnroe the match.

McEnroe wasted two match points serving at 5-2 but double faulted on one and netted an easy volley on the second.

Mancini and Wilander played a baseline game on an indoor surface. In the first set the pair exchanged service breaks until Svensson lost his at 3-5, giving McEnroe the match.

Boris Becker beat a 5-1 lead over Svensson in the first set then struggled with his serve before taking it 6-3. He had four aces but also five double faults.
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He held then until 4-1, then the pair exchanged service breaks until Svensson lost his at 3-5, giving McEnroe the match.

McEnroe wasted two match points serving at 5-2 but double faulted on one and netted an easy volley on the second.
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Boris Becker beat a 5-1 lead over Svensson in the first set then struggled with his serve before taking it 6-3. He had four aces but also five double faults.
"As an analyst at Merrill Lynch, I've been given excellent training, a lot of responsibility and I'm always exposed to new challenges."

Jim Karrels, Notre Dame, 1989
Technology/Emerging Growth

Merrill Lynch Capital Markets
invites Notre Dame seniors
to attend an informal meeting and reception
to discuss opportunities in our
Corporate Finance Analyst Program

Thursday, November 9, 1989
La Fortune Student Center
Notre Dame Room
8 p.m.–10 p.m.

Merrill Lynch
A tradition of trust.
It was the kind of game that would have made Mike Ditka proud and the Houston Oilers feel jealous. In a small-college matchup last Saturday, NAIA school Central State (Ohio) was leading Lane College (Tenn.) 101-0 early in the fourth quarter. That's when Lane players figured out the one way they could keep Central State from scoring - they quit. Central State coach Billy Joe Clifton was given the football by the Lane team with 1:26 left in the game. The handing over of the game ball to the winning coach is generally the procedure when a team chooses to throw in the towel.

Holtz continued from page 20

days of Holtz. He has also witnessed two different personalities at the helm of Notre Dame football in a New Year's Day bowl for the title this season, Nebraska certainly has gone about its business quietly. That stands to happen when your schedule has been a smorgasbord of pasties from various conferences (Oregon State, Lindsay Valley State, Arizona State, Oregon, Minnesota, etc.) in the Western Athletic Conference.

For an undefeated team that would seem to be tailor-made to win the national title this season, Nebraska has been the best in the game for part of the second half.

***

For an undefeated team that would seem to be tailor-made to win the national title this season, Nebraska certainly has gone about its business quietly. That stands to happen when your schedule has been a smorgasbord of pasties from various conferences (Oregon State, Lindsay Valley State, Arizona State, Oregon, Minnesota, etc.) in the Western Athletic Conference.

Holtz may have poured more time into this team. He's getting much more out of them than the Big Eight geographical region. Holtz has more on how our team was prepared. Holtz has more on how Notre Dame will have to do to possibly the greatest football team in college football history to compete with the likes of Michigan and Ohio State. No one doubted statements that Minnesota would probably lose big to those teams.

"I don't think there were too many games where they played Ohio State and Michigan where overconfidence was a problem," said John Roe, who covered the Minnesota team for the Minneapolis Star-Tribune in the Holtz era. Even with the constant criticism, Holtz hopes to alter his pre-game tactics. Said Notre Dame Sports Information Director John Heisler in a column in the Notre Dame-Pitt program, "Do you want people thinking Lou Holtz is some kind of cheap rascal who rips the other team, runs up the score and rubs their nose in it? Now, of course, I have no Case closed."

Also bet on the Irish playing in a New Year's Day bowl for the national championship, either in Miami or New Orleans. Four million dollars and another national title can do a lot of talking.

Happy Belated Birthday Chris!

The Comptroller's Organization will be on campus interviewing students of all majors. The Comptroller's Organization will be on campus interviewing students of all majors.

The Comptroller's Organization will be on campus interviewing students of all majors.

The Prudentia Comptroller's Organization will be on campus interviewing students of all majors.

The Prudentia Comptroller's Organization will be on campus interviewing students of all majors.
Robinson brings home AL Manager of the Year honors

NEW YORK AP — Frank Robinson, who guided the Baltimore Orioles to one of the greatest turnarounds in baseball history, was selected American League Manager of the Year on Wednesday.

Robinson took the Orioles from last place in the AL East with a 54-107 record in 1988 to second place and an 87-75 turnaround ever. It was the third-best one-season turnaround ever. He got 23 of 28 first-place votes and 155 points on a 1-3-1 basis from a panel chosen by the Baseball Writers Association of America.

Cito Gaston, who managed the Blue Jays to first place in the AL East, finished second with three first-place votes and 62 points. Tony La Russa, who guided Oakland to the AL pennant and World Series title, was third with two first-place votes and 51 points. California's Doug Rader finished fourth with 13 points and Kansas City's John Wathan got one point.

Robinson was also The Associated Press Manager of the Year.

The Orioles, rebuilt this year around a mostly rookie pitching staff and only one proven star, shortstop Cal Ripken, almost became the first team to go from last place to first in one season.

After last year's miserable showing, Baltimore was expected to finish in the basement of the AL East again this season. Instead, the Orioles moved into first place early in the season and stayed there for much of the year, before being overtaken by the Blue Jays.

Robinson, a Hall of Famer who played with the Orioles from 1966 to 1971, was promoted from coach to manager in 1988 after Baltimore began the year with six straight losses under Cal Ripken Sr. They went on to lose their first 21 games, the worst start in baseball history.

This year, the youthful Orioles played like confident veterans, and Robinson — impatient and temperamental in his previous stints as manager — led the transformation.

At the All-Star break, after several feuds with umpires, Robinson threatened to resign. But a meeting with AL president Bobby Brown helped settle the situation, and Robinson stayed. Rookie pitchers Gregg Olson, Bob Milacki, Pete Harbis and Dave Johnson kept the Orioles winning, while catcher Mickey Tettleton had an All-Star season.

Baltimore set a record for the best defense in a full season and the fans appreciated the effort by setting an attendance record.

A couple of days after the season, the Orioles and Robinson also got a parade for their efforts. Toronto caught the Orioles on Sept. 1 and the teams battled down to the wire.

Baltimore was expected to finish in the basement of the AL East again this season. Instead, the Orioles moved into first place early in the season and stayed there for much of the year, before being overtaken by the Blue Jays. Robinson, who guided the Orioles to first place in the AL East, finished second with three first-place votes and 62 points.

Tony La Russa, who guided Oakland to the AL pennant and World Series title, was third with two first-place votes and 51 points. California's Doug Rader finished fourth with 13 points and Kansas City's John Wathan got one point.
Irish may surpass record unless Navy, SMU stage upsets

Thanksgiving, and now they're going to miss Christmas?" "I'm not sure our team can be adequately prepared to play in a bowl game. We need to realistically whether we want to play in a bowl game or should play in a bowl game."

While Holtz's statements came as a surprise, it seems extremely unlikely that Notre Dame would not attend a bowl this year. Irish cornerback Todd Lyght took questions after Holtz was finished, and he made it sound as though the team was certainly looking forward to post-season play.

"I definitely feel we should have the opportunity to play in a bowl game," said Lyght. "We're all looking forward to playing in a possible bowl game again. Some players have preference for what bowl game they want to play. I personally want to play in the Sugar Bowl against the champion of the Southeastern Conference."

Lyght recorded his seventh interception of the season last weekend and is living up to his pre-season billing. The Sporting News had rated the junior from Plint, Mich., as the top cornerback in the nation last season.

"If we ever have an all-American on our football team, it's Todd Lyght," said Holtz. "Seven interceptions is almost unheard of for a cornerback. He plays as well as any defensive back, not only that I've coached, but that I've observed."

Lyght, who did not have a single interception last season, says the change partly results from a change in his philosophy on pass defense.

"Last year, I concentrated more on letting the receiver catch the ball," he said. "Now I'm concentrating on taking the ball away. That attitude has improved my game tremendously.

The Irish also have seen improvement from the backfield position the last few games. Raghib "Rocket" Ismail has gained 200 yards on 24 carries since moving into the backfield on a more regular basis in the Air Force game. Ricky Watters has averaged over seven yards per carry over the last three games with 29 rushes for 205 yards.

These last few games also have seen the Irish backs, particularly Watters, being more physical than they had previously been in their running styles.

"We're running harder," said Holtz. "We're bringing in a lot of what the backfield position entails. When you run out of blockers, you have to use the other guys.

"If you watch the great backs, when they run out of blockers, they say, 'Okay, I'm going to go down, and you're a fullback or tailback, you sit in the whirlpool, not go to the dance.'"

The Irish have quite a few players banged up heading into this weekend's game with Navy.

Defensive end Devon McDonald (knee) and lineman Tom Gorman (ankle) will probably miss the contest.

Linebacker Ned Bolcar also has all sorts of aches and pains, probably the result of playing nearly every down. When the senior's captain's list of injuries include a sprained wrist, sore shoulder, deep bruise, swollen knee and sore ankle.

Holtz surprised a few people at Tuesday's weekly press conference when somebody brought up the topic of bowls.

"You're a sophomore or in the middle of your senior year. You're asking a little too much. David was playing on fumes."

And just how close were the Irish to rocking the collegiate tensions world?

"Combing into the match, I thought it would be a 6-3, 7-2 match," said Trojan head coach Rick Leach. "I was really surprised that Notre Dame played so well. It wasn't easy to play us. Notre Dame will be in the Top 20 this year and will be in the Top 10 next year. They will be the powerhouse of tennis in the Midwest."

Tennis

continued from page 20

Kristy Doran, fifth and junior Kim Pacella sixth. Barton teamed with freshman Emily Bende as the top doubles pair, with Harris and Lohrer seeded second and Clark and Doran third.

Those six players and three doubles teams all won their flights at the MCC championships, duplicating the sweep the Irish performed last fall in their conference opponents.

Marcotte was not a member of the MCC last year. The newcomers to the conference faced Notre Dame as the top doubles team, with four of the nine bracketed singles.

"We lost to Marquette last year in a dual match," said Lohrer. "We lost to them in eight of the nine finals, and we won two.

Barton also faced well in a tournament at Syracuse, N.Y. last month. Barton won the number-one singles draw, and Pacella took the sixth-seeded singles bracket.

Also this fall, the doubles team of Barton and Bende finished second and finished a Penn State tandem that had reached the NCAA tournament last spring.

The top five singles players and three doubles teams are playing in the ICTA qualifiers, which begin today. While the Irish have been successful thus far, DiLucia still believes he could see the lineup changing by the time the spring season gets underway.

"We've got a lot of players who will battle for the bottom part of the lineup," said Lohrer. "We have a lot of good players who are playing for spots. That should keep everybody on their toes.

The Irish are preparing for a spring schedule that will include six ITA tournaments in the nation's top 11 teams according to the pre-season rankings: UCLA (2nd), Pepperdine (5th), Texas (9th) and Oklahoma (11th).

Notre Dame also faces the majority of the Big Ten schools. Missouri and Purdue are the only MCC teams on the spring schedule.

"The Big Ten's a good tennis conference," said Lohrer. "We don't play any bad teams.

The Irish ranked fifth in their region last year. Lohrer in looking for a second place finish this year in a region that includes all the Big Ten schools.

Steve Megargee Associate Sports Editor

Andy Zurcher played just as aggressive as possible," explained Bayliss. "He dominated the first set and simply outcompeted Dionne. Schmidt was his 'rock solid defensive' self."

Dave Dilliac, Notre Dame's No. 1 player, had trouble with USC's No. 13 ranked Byron Black but he had to fight a battle just to play in the match. Dilliac embarked on a seven-hour campaign to participate in the first dual match of the season. After losing in his morning match in the New American Collegiate Championships, Dilliac flew from Athens to Charlotte to Chicago. Upon arriving in Chicago, Dilliac took a private plane to South Bend.

Once the No. 1 ranking, Andy Zurcher and Mark Schmidt. Zurcher defeated Martin Dionne in three sets, 6-1, 5-6, 6-4. Schmidt rebounded from dropping the first set to win in three sets over Paul Brandt, 4-6, 6-3, 6-1.

$saved second and Clark and Doran third, with Harris and Lohrer seeded second and Clark and Doran third. $n

This event is required for all Urban Plunge participants.
Psychology 101 with Professor Holtz

There it was. In black and white. In that only Holtz can see and understand. In the teleconference area.

It has been said that a hungry hunter hunts best. If such proverbial logic holds true, then only the best can be expected from the Notre Dame men's soccer team at this weekend's MCC Championships in Saint Louis. All indications point towards a hungry group of Irish soccer players.

Nevertheless, winning this tournament will take more than the proper attitude. The field is strong and the Irish will have to play their best soccer of the season to emerge as champions. The stakes are high with the winner receiving an automatic bid to the NCAA tournament.

No Doubt men's soccer team will be 'hungry hunters' going into today's MCC Championships. The Irish will try to claim a second consecutive MCC Championship and garner its spoils—an automatic berth to the NCAA Tournament. The Irish take on Xavier today in the first round of play in Saint Louis, Mo.

ND soccer ready for MCC Tourney
Irish seek to repeat as MCC champs to earn NCAA bid

BY CHARLIE POLLARD
Sports Writer

It has been said that a hungry hunter hunts best.

If such proverbial logic holds true, then only the best can be expected from the Notre Dame men's soccer team at this weekend's MCC Championships in Saint Louis. All indications point towards a hungry group of Irish soccer players.

Nevertheless, winning this tournament will take more than the proper attitude. The field is strong and the Irish will have to play their best soccer of the season to emerge as champions. The stakes are high with the winner receiving an automatic bid to the NCAA tournament.

A year ago, the Irish surprised many by taking the MCC title in an impressive three-game sweep. They crushed Detroit 6-0, then upset top twenty-ranked Evansville and St. Louis by identical 2-0 scores. This feat gained the Irish an at-large bid to the NCAA tournament, with an overall record of 17-3-2. Much has changed in a year's time.

As defending MCC champs, the Irish currently have an overall record of 9-6-3, yet boast an MCC North Division record of 5-0-1. The only impurity in their conference record was a 2-2 tie with Marquette on Sept. 24. The Irish handed the other division opponents, Detroit and Loyola, four defeats in four matches.

In the MCC tournament, the two divisions, North and South, play-off against each other according to seeds. The Irish have the No. 1 seed in the North followed by Marquette, Detroit and Loyola. In the South, top seed and nationally top ten-ranked Evansville is followed by St. Louis (ranked in the top 20), Dayton and Xavier.

Thus, Notre Dame squares off against Xavier at 11:00 a.m. On paper, the Irish are the superior team. Coach Dennis Grace knows this yet, hesitates to broadcast it.

"They are a competitive team. They played a competitive schedule," said Grace. "I hope our team isn't looking past Xavier and ahead to St. Louis and the revenge factor. If so, we will get beat.

"The revenge factor. Grace speaks of refers to the 2-0 loss St. Louis handed the Irish in their first regular season game. The Irish players must leave such vengeful thoughts behind if they expect to be alive for the second, and semi-final round.

Should the Irish defeat Xavier, they will play on Friday against, most likely, the St. Louis Billikens. This game would prove to be quite a heated match up. The Billikens would be favored to win, yet the same scenario did not prevent the Irish from beating them 2-0 in last year's MCC championship game.

When you listen to Holtz, if you take his remarks to be an accurate prediction of how an opponent will play against Notre Dame, then you're missing the point of his job," Howard said. "Rather, his task is to imagine how well an opponent plays as well as it possibly can. Any inaccuracy in pre­

"I'm not sure our team can be adequately prepared to play," Holtz said about the possibility of playing in a bowling game.

On numerous occasions, Holtz has seemed close to losing his mind. But this time, I thought that he had finally lost the connection with earth and reality.

I couldn't explain myself, so I put it in a call to the psych­

"I'm delighted that someone would open a discussion about the relative merit of money and national ranking as they sometimes conflict with sound educational and human­

"Rather, his task is to imagine how well an opponent plays as well as it possibly can. Any inaccuracy in pre­

"While that could indeed be a valid explanation, how could Holtz also proclaim that Navy presents a legitimate threat to Notre Dame's standing at this time? Navy, a team with just two wins all season?"

"When you listen to Holtz, if you take his remarks to be an accurate prediction of how an opponent will play against Notre Dame, then you're missing the point of his job," Howard said. "Rather, his task is to imagine how well an opponent might perform and get his team ready to play a little better.

"It's his comments about an upcoming opponent will be ac­

By BOB MITCHELL
Sports Writer

When Notre Dame tennis coach Bob Bayliss was able to lure No. 11 Southern California to South Bend, the intent was to be competitive with the Trojans as well as provide the Mid­

The Irish will have the proper attitude. The field is taking more than point towards a hungry group of men's soccer team at this weekend in Saint Louis. All indications prove to be key to Irish tennis teams' fall success

Despite changes, looses women excel

BY STEVE MEGARGEE
Associate Sports Editor

Without the coach and top singles player who led the Irish to their best season in history last spring, the Notre Dame women's tennis team is picking up right where it left off.

The Irish, winners of the Midwest Collegiate Conference tournament, will send four singles players and three doubles teams to the Intercollegiate Tennis Association qualifiers this weekend at Madison, Wis.

"Everybody is doing a great job," said first-year coach Jay Louderback, a former men's and women's coach at Iowa State. "I'm impressed with the players in practice. It's been enjoyable to be around them.

Notre Dame posted a 16-6 record last season, the last season of Michele Gelfman's four-year tenure as the Irish head coach. Gelfman resigned after the season.

During the fall, the Irish also have been without last year's top singles player, junior Ceci Calii, who elected not to play this year, according to Louderback.

Notre Dame's singles lineup at the MCC championships at St. Louis over fall break had sophomores Tracy Barton, Melissa Harris and Katie Clark holding the top three spots in order.

Senior Alice Lohrer seeded fourth, sophomore

The Irish will try to claim a second consecutive MCC Championship and garner its spoils— an automatic berth to the NCAA Tournament. The Irish take on Xavier today in the first round of play in Saint Louis, Mo.

ND doubles ready for MCC Tourney
Irish seek to repeat as MCC champs to earn NCAA bid

BY CHARLIE POLLARD
Sports Writer

For the second year in a row, the Irish are one of the nation's top two teams in the country. Notre Dame received their No. 2 singles title by underclassmen. Despite acquiring a new coach and losing their No. 1 singles player, the Irish have made their presence felt during Fall action.